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Outdoor Infrared heater OC Series

3 Years Product Warranty

The OC Series represents
powerful outdoor heaters
offered exclusively by
Sundirect and is designed for
outdoor heating only. It offers
more power and concentrated
heating compared to our
hybrid Space Heater SC Series,
making it perfectly suitable for
windy uncovered outdoor
areas. The OC Series is rated
IP65, making it
waterproof and usable for
most outdoor applications.

Its unique ultra low light
carbon fibre heating element is
the key difference compared to
existing outdoor heaters on the
market using mostly halogen
or quartz. This grants a longer
lifespan and higher energy
efficiency. The OC Series emits
long wave infrared (300350W) creating a light glow
and cozy warmth rather than
heat.

The integrated control system

allows operation of 2 power
levels using a simple remote
control. You can easily adjust
the power settings of the
heater and also turn it on/off
remotely. There are 2 power
settings available (50%/100%)
which means you are flexible
and able to adjust to different
applications.
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Outdoor Infrared heater OC series

Model
OC2000
OC2500

Size
72*12*12mm
77*12*12mm

Power
2000W
2500W

Mounting
Wall only
Wall only

Heated Area
10-20m²
12-25m²

Heating element: Ultra low light carbon fibre heating element
Surface temperature: 300-350 degrees celsius
Reflection material: Aluminum reflection layer
Plug: 1.9m EU standard Plug
Energy efficiency: up to 95%
Voltage: 220~240V, 50Hz
Protection: IP65
Power switch: YES
Power setting: 2 levels
Remote control: YES
Lifespan: 6000 working hours under proper usage
Certification: CE, ROHS

Notice:
The Sundirect OC Series represents infrared heaters ONLY designed for outdoor
heating purposes so please notice that they MUST NOT be used indoors or
in other kind of applications.
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